Concomitant papillary thyroid carcinoma and Hashimoto's thyroiditis.
An association between papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) and Hashimoto's thyroiditis (HT) is well recognized. Both entities may often display overlapping morphologic features. The aim of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of fine needle aspiration (FNA) of concomitant PTC and HT. Twenty nine thyroid FNAs with a diagnosis of concomitant PTC and HT on follow-up surgical material were retrospectively reviewed (11% of all HT cases diagnosed in the same period of time). The cytologic specimens were evaluated for the presence of diagnostic features of PTC and HT. In 16 of 29 cases, the diagnosis of PTC was made or suggested; however, only in 3 cases were both entities recognized on the FNA material. The review of the remaining cases (13 cases) showed diagnostic features of PTC in 2 cases (interpretation errors), some features of PTC in 8 cases (insufficient diagnostic features), features of only HT in 2 cases, and 1 case was acellular (sampling errors). Originally, 10 cases with features of PTC were diagnosed as either follicular neoplasm or colloid nodule with or without HT. Histologically, 1 of 13 cases was a cystic variant and 7 of 13 cases were follicular variants of papillary carcinoma. It is important to be aware of the coexistence of PTC and HT. Deliberate search for evidences of PTC in every case of HT may be necessary to improve diagnostic accuracy of the FNA. However, the cytologic diagnosis of follicular variant of PTC coexisting with HT can be challenging. The sampling error may also cause false negative results.